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Message from the Bridges for Women Society Board of Directors
Mary Bumstead, Co-Chair
When I was a young girl I grew so fast that my legs would ache. I
remember my mom wrapping a towel around my aching shins so
they would warm and I could sleep. I must have grown a foot in a
year! A real growth spurt! My friends would ask, ‘What’s it like up
there?’ And I really didn’t notice much of a difference. I had
waited so long to get taller, and now here it was, and yet I was still
the same me – no big change. I could see further, but mostly I was
tripping and fumbling getting used to my new stature.
Growth can be like that. Sometimes we feel it, and sometimes we
don’t. Sometimes it takes a while, and sometimes it happens
quickly or haphazardly without warning. And while we may or
may not notice the growth, inevitably we will start to see the change
that comes with it – incremental or dramatic – it is there, it is
always there. Pausing to take stock and celebrate our changes, as
we are doing at our AGM today, is important. It feeds our
resilience and empowers us.
Our past year at Bridges has been a continuation of a growth spurt that we started in 2013. And
for us, well, there have been some aches and pains. The fumbling over each other’s desks as we
out grew our space, evacuating your office to free up space for a counselling session, re-aligning
our services to meet new funding criteria, implementing a spending freeze while surfing
changing funding models, waiting news on funding, waiting on news of funding (did I type that
twice!) - these were some of the aches.
So how did we cope? Or more aptly, how did we excel despite these growing pains? What was
the warmth and support that got us through? The support from our community comes to mind
first and foremost! Record-breaking attendance and funds raised at our two International
Women’s Day events – thank you Victoria and Westshore supporters! Continued dedication
from our staff, volunteers and mentors whose service and commitment we value so much!
Increased financial support from our donors with their generosity endorsing our services as they
continue their community philanthropy. We are grateful to be surrounded by so much support!
And unlike the tall girl who fast outstretched her friends, Bridges has grown substantially the
past few years through our partnerships. Our Langford location is going into its second year,
thanks to the economical space provided by the local Chamber of Commerce. Our partnership
with Tsawout First Nation is also in its second year, and we have just initiated a second onreserve Bridges in partnership with W’SANEC Adult Education Centre on Tsartlip
Reserve! Our On-line Programs are also experiencing high demand. And it’s our partnership
with the Campbell River Women’s Center that enables 40 women to participate in our online
program from various catchment areas including: Victoria, Campbell River, Sointula, Port
Hardy, Alert Bay, Revelstoke and Salmon Arm. Our Downtown Victoria office will soon have a
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larger home in new space next month, enabling Bridges to reach the women who need our
services more than ever. We celebrate and acknowledge these valued partnerships, as well as the
program participants and graduates whose lives are forever changed.
Our Board of Directors has grown with four new members joining, adding much needed skill
compliments in IT, law, policy, gender, research and social enterprise. Growth in our IT
infrastructure to enable improved inter-office and Board connection, information, media and
knowledge management are slotted for the coming year, as is continued advancement in our
policy, social enterprise and marketing endeavors. And we greeted 2015 with a Branding session
to start to re-vision and re-align to reflect our growth and change. Stay-tuned for our new look in
the coming year!
Bridges has also grown in its local and national advocacy. Paying it forward from last year’s
hosting of the local National Roundtable on Violence Against Women, Bridges was cited again
in the violence against women address in the House of Commons this year – way to go Bridges!
Put your hands together!
A resilient organization is an agile one and Bridges was born from Founding Mothers who had a
vision like none other. Bridges has proven its agility through many change cycles over its now
28 years! And we have learned that amid the aches, pains and growth spurts, a divine order can
emerge in chaos. Just watch the artful movement of a flock of birds or a school of fish, or watch
the tall girl at the back of the class, who used to slouch against the wall – look again, there she
goes, striding out into the world to make a difference. Witness as Bridges staff transform lives!
So many reasons to celebrate! Thank you to you our members, for your patronage over the years,
and for joining us today to acknowledge the progress and accomplishments of Bridges for
Women Society!

Message from Bridges’ Executive Director, Victoria Pruden
The past fiscal year has been another journey of growth for
Bridges. This year saw the end of guaranteed funding
through the Employment Program of British Columbia
(EPBC), the sun setting of the LMA funding for our
Mentoring Program, and Bridges experienced a cut in our
support as a United Way funded agency. As we faced these
challenges, my mind drifted back to the early 2000’s, and
many other times, when Bridges faced financial uncertainty.
We were facing a loss of guaranteed funding of over
$455,000.00, and, as in the past, this amazing group of
tenacious women, who lead the agency, got our heads
together, and came up with a plan. We analyzed, examined,
created new goals, and set new benchmarks for the agency.
Our tremendous board stood stalwartly in support, our
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amazing staff rose to the challenge and was able to flow with the changes displaying skill and
energy. We are in an entirely new funding world than we have been in in the past and Bridges
has to operate more like a business than ever before.
Who would have known that we could adapt, change and thrive in such a corporate environment
– all the while staying true to our feminist collective roots! I want to acknowledge our amazing
staff – these women know how to dig deeply inside and continue to do the best quality work for
our clients. This team is able to take on new challenges and be resilient and flexible in the face of
change.
We are serving more women than ever before, and providing full services from Trauma
Counselling to Job Development and Training Plans. I am so proud of our agency and the quality
of service that we are providing in our community. Thank you to our Board and Staff, and our
Founding Mothers who built and maintain the amazing entity and community of Bridges. As
always, the women who receive our services are at the heart of what we do and are the reason
that we strive to provide the best supports and programs possible. We are looking forward to
another amazing year ahead!

Victoria Pruden, Executive Director

Message from Bridges’ Director of Programs, Jenny Holder
The past year has been a dynamic time for program
development and continued growth at Bridges for
Women Society. We were able to expand services to
reach more women in need of trauma-informed
employment services. We opened up a new group
option for women called, Essentials. Essentials offers
continuous enrollment and decreased wait times for
clients. It provides a safe connection point for
resources, referrals, healing and employment skills.
This gentle introduction to our services has been very
effective in reaching women with a variety of high barriers to employment.
Bridges Online program expanded this year to include a face to face group, in partnership with
Campbell River Women's Centre and NIEFS. This development has assisted with client
engagement and provided a true hybrid, distance learning, education model with online courses
and face to face group workshops. Thank you to all of our partners and supporters for joining
forces with us to increase services for women in the North Island catchments of Campbell River
and Port Hardy.
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I continue to be humbled by the brilliance, skill and commitment of our front-line team. It is a
true honor to work alongside such a compassionate and creative group of women. At the
foundation of our successful programs is each team members’ commitment to providing
exceptional services to women who have experienced trauma. This is why our foundation
remains strong and continues to become more solid every day.
~ Jenny Holder, Director of Programs

Organizational Overview 2014 – 2015 Fiscal Year
In September 2014, we reached the end of our core funding guarantees in the EPBC, our first
month out of the gate was a very challenging one, in which we experienced a shortage of
revenues and some serious questioning about how we could stay afloat in this new funding
environment. We undertook an extensive reassessment of our operations and the EPBC funding
model. Bridges is now primarily a “fee for service” entity that is entirely dependent on client
volumes and a wide range of programs and services to generate revenue for sustaining the
society. We are examining how fundraising efficiencies, and possibly social enterprise, can help
to support the longevity and financial sustainability of the agency.
The strategy that we created to help to weather a very uncertain funding climate had a number
of themes:
A growing trauma counselling practice: Our visioning session in 2013 identified a desire to
create a “Bridges Trauma Counselling Centre”. An opportunity has arisen, within the EPBC
program, to provide 10 sessions of trauma counselling to every client enrolled in our programs.
We are also pleased to report that several of our counsellors are also eligible to be registered with
the Crime Victim Assistance Program, which can further serve clients who apply and qualify for
this program.
Engage Women in Bridges Today: We have created a number of new program formats in the
past year; formats that are being well responded to by clients – we encourage you to read about
“CORE” and “ESSENTIALS” in the program overview section of this report. We are able to
serve women in customized ways and provide earlier intervention in a woman’s journey to
stability and economic self-sufficiency. One of our goals is to engage women earlier, provide
connection and support, and start the relationship with Bridges earlier, in their journeys.
Develop Bridges capacity to become a trauma informed “one stop shop” for Employment
Services: We are engaged in high quality career counselling and assessments, Job Development
Services, and assisting clients with Training Plans and funding requests. It is very gratifying to
see Bridges return to a model of service that can support women through their journeys into
employment and post-secondary education.
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Breakdown of 2,140 Services
Delivered to Clients in 2014-2015
*EPBC Programs only
Trauma Counselling Sessions
Camosun Partnership
Participants
Career Assessments 1:1
Group Program Participation
Intake Process, Client
Evaluation & Referrals

Clients Served - Program, Counselling,
and Self Service Walk-in
737 total
Existing Clients (prior year)
New Intakes participating in
Group
Screening and Referral
Mentoring Clients
Walk-in Services
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Community Event Highlights 2014 – 2015
We were pleased to be involved in several community based events in the past year, highlights
include:
Mayfair Mall Search for the Next Stylist:
Mayfair Shopping Centre, our corporate partner,
engaged Bridges graduates in a contest to choose a
new stylist for the centre. Our grads were styled,
received over $500 worth of back to work clothing,
and were “made over”, for the event. We are pleased
to report that all of the women involved enjoyed the
process, and one of the grads is now employed at
Mayfair! Mayfair continues to provide one $100 gift
certificate, per month, for a Bridges student to
purchase back to work items. This gift card is part of
a monthly draw at the agency.
International Women’s Day 2015:
We were thrilled at the success of our 2015 International
Women’s Day event, this year. We sold out 200 tickets in
record time! Thank you to our lead corporate sponsors,
Raymond James and Mayfair Shopping Centre, for your
support in promoting and making this event a success. We
were joined by Robyn Farrell, of KOOL 107.3 FM, as our
MC this year, and had amazing keynote addresses by Mayor
Lisa Helps and YWCA Canada CEO Paulette Senior. We
raised over $30,000 at this luncheon, which represents a major portion of our fundraising goal
for the year. Thank you to our volunteers, attendees, and supporters!
Women in Hats: A partnership between Bridges
and Royal Roads University Students against
Violence: We were thrilled to partner with RRUSAV
in presenting a brunch event, at Hatley Castle, to raise
awareness about violence against women, and to raise
funds for our West Shore program and the Students
Against Violence Peer Support program, at RRU. We
brought together 200 women and a few men to gather
for high tea brunch, and listen to engaging speakers
and presenters. We came away with an amazing
graphic depiction of what a path to violence prevention can look like. Thank you to all the
supporters and students who participated in this inaugural event!
L-R: Dana Boutin, Arlene Wells, Mary Bumstead and Victoria Pruden
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Program Reports
Bridges Intake Services
The intake process has become
nicely streamlined over the last
year - women are being
responded to in a timely
manner and are gently and
supportively being guided
through the intake process.
The evolving administrative
needs are also being addressed,
efficiently and systematically.
Over the past year,
Bridges for Women has again
demonstrated a beautiful ability
to adapt to the changing
climate in order to continue
serving the women of our
community. As a result, the eligibility requirements for intake have shifted, to allow women
with even greater barriers, to access our services, and we are demonstrating the continued
capacity to respond to those changing and unique needs, on a case-by-case basis.
Over the past year there were 137 intakes, in which women became clients of Bridges. In
addition, there were upwards of 108 initial contacts made with women who did not proceed to
assessments and programs due to reasons, such as:
·
·
·

still being involved in an abusive relationship
working too many hours in sustainable employment
currently being enrolled in full time school

Referral sources include: word of mouth, other employment agencies, such as, GT Hiring, The
Cridge Centre for the Family, USTAT, Harrison Place, Burnside Gorge,
Victoria Sexual Assault Centre, The Ministry for Children and Family Development, private
counsellors, the Internet, and various transition houses. We, in turn, refer the women we connect
with, to the relevant resources in the community. As a result of the increased intake numbers, we
offered two simultaneous BEP groups, for the month of January start date. Bridges for Women
continues to grow and expand its capacity to meet the needs of the community.
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Bridges Counselling Services
The number of skilled Bridges staff offering counselling
services to our students has continued to expand this year.
This reflects the growth and diversity that we are
experiencing here at Bridges. It also reflects the demand
for counselling that cannot be met in the community due
to cut backs and waitlists for affordable counselling. Each
counsellor brings their unique and multi-faceted approach
to the issue of trauma and abuse. The teamwork, as well
as, the skill level, is exceptional, and we look forward to a
great deal of heart felt work.
The demand and need for counselling has continued to
grow at Bridges. We have found ourselves stretched to
provide services to women who come through our
programs. We have had to implement a counselling
waitlist, reflecting the full caseloads of Bridges
counsellors. Along with working with trauma, our
counsellors are noticing an increase in multiple barriers,
especially related to coping with the legal system, ongoing abuse from an ex-partner, housing, poverty and especially issues with having enough to
eat, addictions and mental health concerns. When the basic needs of food and shelter, as well as
safety, are not being met, it is difficult to move forward in one’s life, heal from trauma, and
secure employment. Our counselling team has faced challenges in finding office space to
counsel clients and we are excitedly looking forward to the move into our new, large space.
We see the counselling team as essential, to all aspects of the programs offered here at Bridges,
and wish to see counselling grow both 1:1 and in group settings. We will need more funding to
cover the needs of clients for counselling, and the space to do it. Given the diversity and
complexity of the case load, we experience a growing need for opportunities to participate in ongoing training and case consultation from a qualified member of the community.

Bridges CORE Program
CORE is a group that meets 9:30 – 12:30, Tuesdays and Thursdays. It is an open group,
meaning that women can join at any point in the rotation. Similar to BEP, we cover personal
development related themes such as assertiveness, boundaries, cognitive distortions, and
understanding the dynamics and impacts of abuse, as well as, employment related themes, such
as networking, cold calls, resumes, and cover letters. In addition, the following assessment tools
are offered in the group setting: Myers Briggs Type Indicator, Learning Styles, and Career
Cruising. The group generally runs over a period of 4 – 4 ½ months.
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In CORE, women work on their own healing and gain important skills for the employment field.
For many, it is the beginning of breaking the cycle of silence and isolation. Women learn they
are not alone and that there are others who share similar journeys. Together we explore and
learn skills vital to well-being. The CORE clients gain confidence and start to spread their
wings. The group dynamic offers a supportive circle within, which women can find their way.
Alongside Core, women also have access to 1:1 counselling, career planning, and Camosun
upgrading.

Essentials Program Report
Bridges Essentials program has been running since December 2014. The group is run by
Emilie Rhone, RSW with consultation, counselling, and guest facilitation provided by Charlene
Lesage, RSW. Currently we have ten women enrolled in the Essentials Program. Essentials is
designed to serve women who are not in a place in their lives to attend a more in-depth or full
time group, but still wish to engage in the group experience. Essentials is based on the idea that
healing and recovery occur in three main stages: Safety, Mourning, and Reconnection. Bridges
provides a safe space to mourn and grieve the past, and Essentials provides space for
reconnection with others in a consistent, gentle group.
Essentials takes place one afternoon per week.
Participants have access to individual support from
the group facilitator, Bridges counselling, and
Career services. The curriculum is based on
Bridges Employment Program workshops and
adapted to accommodate continuous intake and
inconsistent attendance as participants often have
other priorities in their lives that require their
attention. There is also an element of flexibility in
the curriculum in order to meet the current needs of
the group. Workshops cover topics such as:
· Self Compassion
· Safe Boundaries
· Envisioning the Future
· Community and Personal Resource
Mapping
· Uncovering Survivor Skills and Strengths
· Understanding Anger
· Effective Communication

In keeping with Bridges’ vision, mission, and values, Essentials enables us to reach more women
with diverse needs in our communities than ever before. We value the dignity and worth of all
women and we are thrilled to have the opportunity to live this value through our Essentials
program.
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The Bridges Employment Program (BEP)
The Bridges Employment Program
(BEP) aids women who have been
affected by abuse, violence and
neglect by giving them the support
and tools they need to build economic
independence. In our supportive
program women can heal from their
trauma, develop their workplace skills,
and make goals for the future.
Classes are three days per week and
include workshops in psychoeducation, self-care, personal skills,
healing from the impacts of abuse,
resume writing, job preparation, and
volunteering. Also provided are English, Math and Computer skills upgrades through our
partnership with Camosun College.
This past year has been super busy with full classes, new formats, challenging cases and many
successes. Typically, we run 3 classes a year; starting in January, May, and September. This past
year, due in part to high demand, we introduced a fourth class to our January schedule, so BEP
was running concurrently, morning and afternoon! This will mean having two classes graduating
in June, one day apart! This proved to be a great model with which to build future classes,
because we discovered, not only could it be done, but we doubled the amount of women in the
employment program for a six month period!
The employment program is forever striving to achieve a balance in curriculum between psychoeducational content, skills, and employment/career-focused workshops. With Charlene regularly
scheduled to co-facilitate with Wendy in trauma content and counselling groups, and Patricia
scheduled to facilitate weekly employment workshops, this balance is now a little closer to
fruition.
Successes and Highlights:




High graduation rate, at about 80% completion (many women not completing the
program continue on at Bridges for other services and may reapply for BEP, when ready)
Strong peer supports and friendships develop during the course of the program
Students with very high anxiety, and poor coping skills learn to ground, stay present, and
develop faith in themselves
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Students develop community connections and networking skills through fieldtrips to The
Royal BC Museum, volunteering at Beacon Community Thrift Store, and by participating
in cold calls and employer interviews in labour market research
Client learns to place value in her life experience, and reframe newly acknowledged
skills and strengths into business language which becomes part of her new resume
Clients work to overcome fears around job search, drop off resumes, attend interviews, or
prepare for education
Counseling workshops support clients to heal from PTSD, anxiety, and grief; which
promotes overall healing.

In order to best serve our clients, we have a list of criteria that must be met in order for a woman
to engage in full-time programing at Bridges. These include: stable housing; free of domestic
violence, free of substance miss-use; counseling supports; Because of the impacts of trauma,
these issues will sometimes re-emerge after the start of the program and this presents a challenge
to students and staff. We work as a team to resolve issues in a way that considers our clients’
needs first.

1 – 1 CAREER PLANNING SERVICES
Career planning services are offered on an individual, client-centred, continuous intake model.
Clients assisted can be from any Bridges program or service. Over 100 clients have been served
on a one-on-one basis this fiscal year.
Career planning can involve a variety of employment-related services:









Vocational assessments highlighting personality
preferences, interests, values, personal qualities, skills,
abilities, learning styles, conflict-handling modes
Career exploration, occupation and education research
Labour market information
Job search tools – resumes, cover letters, interview
skills (some of these clients may also go on to Bridges
work experience or job placement services)
Referrals to short-term occupational training (e.g. First
Aid, Foodsafe)
Referrals to specialized assessments with psychologists
and doctors (e.g. cognitive, learning disabilities,
functional capacity testing)
Assistance with training plans and applications to
federally and provincially funded training programs
(e.g. through EPBC, Opportunities Fund)
Referrals to other service providers (e.g. wage subsidy)
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Job Placement Services
This year Bridges was able to expand the range of employment services to our program
participants to include short-term unpaid work placements with local employers and one-to-one
job development services. Program staff have made direct and personal contact with over 80
local businesses and organizations with the aim of placing Bridges participant into unpaid
placements or paid employment.
These services acknowledge that women who have been away from the workforce for many
years and who have been healing from the impacts of trauma and abuse, require a gradual and
supported path back to paid employment. Forty-nine (49) women have engaged in these
individualized supports. Six (6) of these women entered into unpaid work placements in
roles such as Administration, Fund Development, Floral Design and non-profit Health Services.
Nine (9) women have secured sustainable employment with many more women on track to
secure employment in the near future.
A particular highlight is that of a Bridges Employment Program graduate who decided to pursue
an unpaid work placement as her next step to re-entering the workforce. The work placement
was such a success that we ended the unpaid placement early so that she could start part-time
paid employment! In another instance, we had an employer post a position directly with Bridges;
of three referrals made to the job one woman was the successful candidate. In both of these
stories, both women are still employed.
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Bridges Online Program
This past year has seen tremendous growth and success in the Bridges for Women Online
Program along with emerging challenges connected to our growth and technological aspects of
the Online Program.
With the support and partnership of the Campbell
River Women’s Resource Centre and North Island
Employment Foundation (NIEFS), Bridges has been
able to offer a weekly group for Bridges Online
students in the Campbell River area.
The
combination of face-to-face and online learning has
resulted in student numbers in the program growing
from 3 active Campbell River clients at the start of
the year, to 33 current online students in the
Campbell River area. With the support of the face
to face group at the Campbell River Women’s
Resource Centre, we have witnessed women
actively receive support in completing paperwork
from a distance, accessing safe and comfortable
phone and computer resources to connect with
Victoria based support and online coursework,
receiving support for managing barriers faced while
moving through the program, becoming exposed to
new and alternative ways of learning and exploring
knowledge and skills, and receiving support and healthy connection as a result of the
combination of group and online participation.
We also continue to explore ways to collaborate effectively with our community partners in
knowledge sharing. In the past year a NIEFS staff member has travelled to Victoria to train
Bridges employees, a Campbell River Women’s Resource Centre staff traveled to Victoria to
receive Bridges group facilitation training with another such training planned for late June.
Bridges management and online facilitators will also be visiting Campbell River, in early June,
to engage in program evaluation, and have an opportunity to connect and engage with
community partners and online students in person.
We have also just recently celebrated our first graduate of the Bridges Online Program of this
last year with several students approaching completion of the program! We recognize
completion of the 19 course program as a great success and accomplishment due to significant
barriers, life commitments, and challenges faced by our students and the requirement of high
levels of self-motivation and time-management required to complete a self-paced program such
as ours.
Over this last year, we have also had increased collaboration with WorkBC partners in
Revelstoke and Salmon Arm, continuing to make efforts to support our community partners in
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making appropriate referrals and collaborating on case management of current clients. We have
served 4 clients over the past year in the Revelstoke and Salmon Arm areas and continue to
explore ways to increase referrals and our ability to connect with appropriate potential clients.
Over the last year, the Online Program has also served 10 women in the Greater Victoria area. In
our work with local women we aim to meet the needs of women who, for various reasons, are
not able or ready to attend group yet but are looking for a flexible and accessible learning
opportunity to gain information, connect in a community setting, and have access to 1:1 services
through Bridges. In our work with local women we have seen a variety of successes. We have
witnessed women successfully move on to employment and full time post-secondary studies and
have also witnessed women growing in their confidence and willingness to connect in a face to
face group by transitioning to our onsite BEP or Core programming.
In addition to our successes, we have and are facing challenges along the way.
One challenge we have faced in the Online Program this past year has been in our continued
efforts to advocate for Online Clients’ accessing external counselling and other financial
supports that will aid them in the successful completion of their personal and employment goals.
Supporting community partners to establish protocol for students to access external counselling
has been at times a challenging and slow process. However, we continue to be confident that our
Bridges team and our community partners have a shared commitment and belief in the
importance of students having a clear and efficient system to connect with appropriate supports.
Other challenges of this past year have been connected to our online site becoming outdated and
facing glitches and errors. These technological concerns have proved frustrating to students
working online and facilitators aiming to efficiently respond to students work and support
students’ engagement. Up to date, our only technical web support has been through a
volunteer’s efforts when available. Over time, it is becoming clear that there is a need for paid
technical support that will allow the Online Program to be accessible, user friendly, and up to
date with current platforms used in Educational Institutions and Workplaces.
Another challenge has been in supporting students’ ability to have regular and safe access to
computers to complete the online program. This year we have received over 20 refurbished
laptops from the Computer for Schools program that have been given out to students in need of
computer access. Unfortunately, these computers have not come with operating systems which
has proven costly to install. Additionally, we have found a large number of the computers to be
unreliable and end up crashing posing another frustration for students. We are currently in the
process of exploring alternative sources of reliable computers, and options for students to access
support for computer concerns.
Even in consideration of these challenges we are pleased and proud to report the Bridges Online
Program continuing to grow as a dynamic and engaging community where diverse women have
received and shared vulnerabilities, insight, learning, and growth both personally and in
connection to their employment and financial goals. We are excited for the bright future of the
Bridges Online Program and are proud of the role it plays in serving the needs of women in
various communities around BC.
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Bridges for Women West Shore
On June 4, Bridges for Women West Shore, celebrated
its first year in business! Local service providers and
businesses were invited to an open house to thank them
for their generous support and donations that have
helped make our first year such a success.
We have worked hard to create a welcoming
environment and have connected with over sixty-five
women in our first year out on the West Shore. Of those
sixty-five, forty-two have completed intakes with
twenty-five going into group programming and
seventeen going into individual services (counselling
and assessments). We began with a summer Core
program with eight participants, and have since then run
two BEP programs with eight graduates from the first
group and seven currently attending the second group
(they will graduate in August). In addition we have run
one Essentials group with two graduates. We have enjoyed many successes over the year, with
many of our clients finding confidence and several finding fulfilling employment!
The programs currently offered in the West Shore include: the Bridges Employment Program,
the Essentials group, Individual Counselling, Crime Victim Assistance Counselling, Camosun
Computer Upgrading, Career Assessments, as well as Job Development and Mentoring. We have
focused on incorporating art into all of our programming as a way of connecting with the self
and grounding. The students have been loving it!
We look forward to continuing to build up our community connections in the West Shore and are
hopeful that we can offer services to more women next year.
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Bridges Administration Department
Prepared by Jaimie Boutilier, Executive Assistant
The administration department has experienced a rise in demand for support in all areas of the
organization due to the increase in clients. In an effort to meet these requirements, we have
welcomed part-time Administrative Assistant, Cat Nnaegbunam. Cat brings a strong background
in government related administrative skills. Our team is currently developing the following
administration supports & resources:
-

Establishing new macro administrative practices
The Bridges Administrative Manual
Tracking spreadsheets for walk in support, intake calls and call volume

To support the highest level of client care, while effectively supporting our team of 17 staff and
10 board members, the administration department is evolving into 2 distinct roles, one focused
on front line services and the other in office management. By refining our administrative
practices, Bridges is building a reliable administrative structure that the organization can rely on
for years to come.
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Thank you so much to our Corporate Sponsors for 2014 – 2015
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